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Abstract. Cued Speech is an eﬃcient method that allows orally educated deaf people to perceive a complete oral message through the visual channel. Using this system, speakers can clarify what they say with the complement of hand cues near the face; similar lip shapes are disambiguated by the addition of a manual cue. In this context, Cued Speech represents a unique system that closely links hand movements and speech since it is based on spoken language. In a previous study, we investigated the temporal organization of French Cued Speech production for a single cueing talker. A speciﬁc pattern of coordination was found: the hand anticipates the lips and speech sounds. In the present study, we investigated the cueing behavior of three additional professional cueing talkers. The same pattern of hand cues anticipation was found. Results are discussed with respect to inter-subject variability. A general pattern of coordination is proposed.
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Introduction



It is well known that for many hearing-impaired people, lipreading is the key to communicating with others in everyday situations. Unfortunately visual interpretation of lip and mouth gestures alone does not allow the totality of the oral message to be distinguished due to the ambiguity of the visual lip shapes. This leads to a general problem of speech perception for deaf people. Cued Speech (CS) is a visual communication system that uses handshapes placed in diﬀerent positions near the face in combination with the natural mouth movements of speech to make the sounds of spoken language look diﬀerent from each other [1]. Adapted to more than 56 languages [2], it represents an eﬀective method that enhances speech perception for the deaf. With this system, speakers while talking execute a series of hand and ﬁnger gestures near the face closely related to what they are pronouncing; the hand, with the back facing the perceiver, constitutes a cue which uniquely determines a phoneme when associated to a lip shape. A manual cue in this system is made up of two components: the shape of the hand (ﬁnger conﬁguration) and the position of the hand near the face. Hand shapes are designed to distinguish among consonants and hand positions among vowels. The manual cues are deﬁned so that the phonemes that are S. Gibet, N. Courty, and J.-F. Kamp (Eds.): GW 2005, LNAI 3881, pp. 13–24, 2006. c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006 
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visually similar on the lips are coded by perceptually distinctive manual cues, with a manual cue corresponding to a subgroup of visually contrastive phonemes. Thus manual and labial information complement each other; given alone by the hand or the lips, the information is ambiguous. Figure 1 illustrates the manual cues for French phonemes (Langue fran¸caise Parl´ee Compl´et´ee, LPC; or French Cued Speech, FCS). This system is based on a CV (Consonant-Vowel) manual resyllabiﬁcation of speech. To code a CV syllable, one simultaneously forms the speciﬁc ﬁnger conﬁguration for the consonant C and moves the hand to the speciﬁc position corresponding to the vowel V. In case of isolated consonants or vowels, one uses the appropriate hand shapes for the consonants at the side position and uses the corresponding positions for the vowels with hand shape 5 (see Fig. 1).



Fig. 1. Manual cues for French vowels and consonants



Seeing manual cues – the hand shape at a speciﬁc position – associated to lip shapes allows the deaf cue perceiver to identify through vision only the exact speech message transmitted. Many studies have shown evidence for the eﬀectiveness of Cued Speech for visual phoneme perception: additional manual cues can strongly improve speech perception by deaf people from 30% to more than 90% of accurate perception ([3], [4]). This can result in a noticeable improvement in lipreading acquisition and oral speech decoding by deaf children using this method. Several studies have shown evidence for the value of using CS with deaf children particularly at early ages to acquire complete phonological representations (for a review see [5]). The remarkable eﬀectiveness of CS for speech perception gives some evidence that during cued speech production, hand and lip movements are organized in a coordinated manner. They are tightly linked by deﬁnition, since the shape and
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the position of the manual cue depends on speech. While hand and face gestures coordination appears to be the key factor in this system (this was also emphasized in studies with technological purposes like automatic CS synthesis [6], [7]), very little is known about Cued Speech production, i.e. the organization and timing of the hand and the lips in relation to speech sounds during speech cueing. How do the manual gestures occur with speech vocalizations in the course of this “artiﬁcial” syllabic system? What about the cue-timing strategies that make this system so eﬃcient for speech perception? In order to give some answers to these questions, we previously investigated the temporal organization of French Cued Speech (FCS) in the performance of one professional cueing speaker [8]. A speciﬁc pattern of coordination was found: the hand anticipates the lips and speech sounds. More precisely, for cueing a CV syllable, the temporal pattern observed was: (1) the displacement of the hand towards the target position could begin more than 200 ms before the consonantal acoustic onset of the CV syllable. This implied that the gesture began in fact during the preceding syllable, i.e. during the preceding vowel. (2) The hand target was attained around the acoustic onset of the consonant (during the ﬁrst part of the consonant). (3) The hand target position was therefore reached largely before the corresponding vocalic lip target (on average 172 to 256 ms before the vowel lip target). (4) Finally, the hand left the position towards the next position (corresponding to the following syllable) during the production of the vowel. The hand shape was entirely formed during the hand transition: the hand shape formation was superimposed on the hand transition from one position to another and did not disturb the manual displacement. The aim of the present study is to see whether this coordination pattern was subject-dependent or is a general feature of FCS production. We therefore recorded three other professional cueing speakers producing a wide corpus of syllabic sequences in order to investigate the temporal pattern of Cued Speech production across the subjects. The study focused on hand gesture timing during FCS production, so only hand transitions were analyzed. Results are discussed with respect to intra- and inter-speaker variability during the cued syllable production. General observations on Cued Speech organization are proposed.



2 2.1



Method Subjects



The subjects were three French female speakers (ranging in age from 30 to 45 years) with normal hearing. They were all nationally certiﬁed as professional French cueing talkers and were experts in the practice of manual CS (number of years of cueing practice ranged from 4 to 14 years with at least 17 hours of professional cueing per week). 2.2



Corpus



Syllabic sequences decomposed as [C1V1.C1V1.C2V2.C3V1] (S0S1S2S3) were used for the corpus with: the consonants [m] or [b] for C1; {[p], [j]}, {[s], [l]},
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{[v], [g]}, or {[b], [m]} respectively for C2 and C3; the vowels [a, i, u, ø, e] for V1 and V2 (excluding the case where V1=V2) (e.g. [ma.ma.be.ma]; see the complete stimulus materials in appendix). Their combination gives a total of 160 sequences involving both hand transitions and ﬁnger gestures and exploiting the eight hand shapes and the ﬁve positions of FCS code. The analysis focused on the embedded S2 syllable (C2V2), including the transitions from S1 syllable to S2 and S2 to S3, in order to bypass the eﬀects relative to the sequence onset and oﬀset. 2.3



Experimental Procedure



The three recordings were made in a sound-proof booth. The subject was audiovisually recorded by two synchronous cameras at 50 frames per second. One camera was used to ﬁlm the movement of the hand in the 2-D plane and the other in zoom mode to accurately capture the details of lip movements. The subject worn opaque eyeglasses used as protection against the strong lighting conditions and as a reference point for the diﬀerent measurements (the displacements of the hand are referenced to a colored mark on one of the lenses of the eyeglasses). The speaker uttered and coded at a normal rate the sequences, which were ﬁrstly pronounced by an experimenter. Hand movements consisted of trajectories from one position to another around the face in the 2-D plane. They were therefore readily measurable in the vertical and horizontal dimensions (x and y coordinates) and to this aim, colored markers were placed on the back of the hand of the speaker in order to automatically video-track hand trajectories in the plane. Lips were painted blue in order to extract the internal lip contours using the video processing system of Institut de la Communication Parl´ee [9]. This software provides labial cinematic parameters; we selected lip area function as a good articulatory descriptor of the lips [10] since it is the parameter most directly related to vowel acoustics [11]. Thus processing of the video delivered the x and y coordinates of the hand markers and lip area values as a function of time every 20 milliseconds. The acoustic signal was digitized synchronously with the video signal and sampled at 44100 Hz. Thus, at the end of data processing, four synchronous signals versus time were obtained for each sequence: lip area evolution (50 Hz), x and y coordinates of the hand markers (50 Hz) and acoustic signal (44100 Hz). Data extraction is illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows segments of the four signals versus time for the [ma.ma.be.ma] sequence produced by one of the subjects. The signals for lip area, hand horizontal displacement (x) and hand vertical displacement (y) as a function of time were diﬀerentiated and low-pass ﬁltered to obtain time-aligned acceleration traces (not shown on Fig. 2). For the analysis, on each signal, temporal events of interest relative to the syllable under study were manually labeled: the onset of consonant acoustic realization (A1) deﬁned on the acoustic waveform and the spectrogram; the vocalic lip target (L2) deﬁned as the moment the lip movement to form the vowel target ends (corresponding to a peak on the acceleration trace); the onset and oﬀset of hand movement delimiting the manual transition coding the S2 syllable (M1 and M2) and
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Fig. 2. Signals versus time for [ma.be.ma], part of the [ma.ma.be.ma] sequence of subject 2. From top to bottom: temporal evolution of lip area (cm2), x trajectory of the hand mark (cm), y trajectory of the hand mark (cm) and acoustic signal (s). On each signal, labels used for the analysis are indicated: L2 (vocalic lip target), M1 (hand movement onset for [be] syllable), M2 (hand movement oﬀset for [be] syllable), M3 (hand movement onset for [ma] syllable), M4 (hand movement oﬀset for [ma] syllable) and A1 (acoustic onset of the syllable). See text for the deﬁnition of the intervals.



labeled on acceleration and deceleration peaks moments ([12],[13]) and ﬁnally the onset and oﬀset of hand movement delimiting the manual transition coding the following syllable S3 (M3 and M4). For more details on data processing, see the description of the method in [8]. 2.4



Labels to Production Features



As indicated above, syllable S2 of each [S0S1S2S3] sequence is the critical syllable, i.e. the syllable analyzed. From the acoustic signal, we calculated syllable duration and consonant duration for each sequence. In order to compare the temporal structure of the diﬀerent signals, some duration intervals were calculated by subtracting the times of cinematic events or acoustic events from one another: – M1A1, the interval between the onset of the manual gesture and the acoustic onset of the consonant; – A1M2, the interval between the acoustic consonant onset and the oﬀset of the manual gesture;
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– M1M2, the interval between the onset and the oﬀset of the manual gesture for S2 vowel; – M2L2, the interval between the instant the hand position is reached and the moment the lips form the vocalic target; – M3L2, the interval between the instant the hand leaves the position toward the following position (coding S3) and the vocalic lip target; – M3M4, the interval between the onset and the oﬀset of the manual gesture for S3 vowel. The duration of each interval was ﬁrst computed as the arithmetic diﬀerence (for example M1A1=A1−M1 (ms)). Thus, considering a XY temporal interval, a positive value indicates that event X occurs temporally before event Y; conversely a negative value indicates that event X occurs after event Y. The duration of each interval was then quantiﬁed as a percentage relative to the duration of the corresponding syllable (%rel). This means that the results will be presented relative to the corresponding temporal information of the acoustic syllable. So a value of 100 indicates that the interval has the same duration of the acoustic CV syllable. And a value smaller than 100 indicates that the interval has a smaller duration than that of the acoustic CV syllable.
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Results



Results are ﬁrst presented with milliseconds values: this gives a temporal coordination pattern for hand, lips and speech sounds. Results are then normalized in order to statistically compare cueing behaviors of the three subjects. 3.1



A Temporal Pattern of Coordination



Results in milliseconds are shown in Table 1. First of all, we notice a great similarity in duration for the three subjects. The three cued speech rates are very close: a mean value of 4 Hz calculated from the mean syllable durations was obtained. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed indicating the similarity of the CV syllable duration over the three subjects (F < 1). With respect to hand transitions, we notice the proximity of the manual transition durations for each subject: M1M2 and M3M4 intervals are very similar. This result reveals that the rhythm generated by the hand moving from one position to another is rather stable within a subject, whether the hand arrives at or leaves the target position. With respect to the coordination between hand, lips and sound, we notice from the intervals that the hand gesture is always initiated in advance of the sound for the three subjects: M1A1 interval can vary on average from 143 ms to 153 ms depending on the subject. When looking at the individual items, it should be noted that across all sequences and all subjects, only three items demonstrated a slight delay of the hand over the sound (in fact, closer to synchrony): the anticipatory behavior of the hand thus appears to be a general feature of FCS production. The hand target position is reached during the acoustic production
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Table 1. For each of the three subjects, means and standard deviations (into brackets) in milliseconds for all the production features: CV syllable duration, consonant duration, M1M2, M1A1, A1M2, M2L2, M3L2 and M3M4 (See text for details) Mean duration in ms (std) Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 CV syllable Consonant M1M2 M1A1 A1M2 M2L2 M3L2 M3M4



252 (41) 119 (37) 170 (29) 153 (56) 17 (51) 155 (54) 9 (73) 183 (34)



253 (45) 141 (41) 174 (37) 145 (56) 29 (55) 143 (50) -13 (57) 175 (33)



258 (56) 147 (51) 192 (33) 143 (50) 49 (49) 123 (66) -41 (64) 197 (37)



of the consonant: A1M2 interval can vary from 17 ms to 49 ms. This result shows that the hand position is reached just after the acoustic beginning of the consonant, during its ﬁrst part (the calculation of the corresponding proportions with respect to consonant duration indicates that the manual position is attained at 14% of the consonant duration for subject 1, 21% for subject 2 and 33% for subject 3). With respect to the lips, the hand is placed at the target position well before the vocalic lip target: M2L2 interval can vary on average from 123 ms to 155 ms. Thus the vocalic information delivered by the hand position is always in advance of the one delivered by lip shape. Finally, the hand maintains the target position throughout the production of the consonant and then leaves the position toward the following position around the vocalic lip target realization: indeed, M3L2 interval can vary from −41 ms to 9 ms depending on the subject. This interval demonstrated more variability over the subjects, but what emerges is that the hand leaves the position during the production of the acoustic vowel. To sum up, the following pattern for FCS production can be built from the temporal intervals obtained: the hand begins its movement before the acoustic onset of the syllable (M1A1 from 143 to 153 ms) and attains its position at the beginning of the syllable (A1M2 from 17 to 49 ms), well before the vocalic lip target (M2L2 from 123 to 155 ms). The hand then leaves the position towards the next position during the vowel. This pattern of coordination appears to be organized exactly the same way as the one obtained previously for a single subject [8]. So the anticipatory behavior of the hand over the lips and the sound appears to be a general feature of FCS production. 3.2



Inter-subject Comparison



With respect to this pattern of coordination, we statistically compared results from the three subjects. To normalize their results, the temporal intervals were quantiﬁed as percentages relative to the CV syllable duration of each item (%rel). Results obtained are shown in Table 2. The three subjects seem to have a quite similar temporal pattern of coordination, as was emphasized before. All three subjects show an advance of the hand
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Table 2. For each of the three subjects, means and standard deviations (into brackets) of the production features quantiﬁed as percentages relatively to the CV syllable duration (%rel): M1A1, A1M2, M2L2 and M3L2 (See text for details) Mean duration in ms (std) Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 M1A1 A1M2 M2L2 M3L2



63 (28) 6 (21) 62 (21) 4 (30)



61 (29) 10 (22) 57 (20) -6 (23)



60 (27) 18 (19) 47 (23) -18 (27)



transition onset with respect to the acoustic syllable onset (M1A1 ranging from 60 to 63%rel): these means are statistically comparable as it is shown by a nonsigniﬁcant result of ANOVA (F < 1). For the three subjects, the hand transition ends after the syllable onset (A1M2 from 6 to 18%rel), more precisely in the ﬁrst part of the consonant. A one-way ANOVA shows that A1M2 intervals are somehow diﬀerent (F(2, 474)= 14.9, p < .0001). Post-hoc comparisons (Scheﬀ´e) showed that the behavior of subject 3 diﬀers from that of the other two (p < .01); with respect to acoustic consonant onset the hand target position is reached later for this subject. For the three subjects, the hand position is on average attained well before the vowel lip target (M2L2 in the range of 47 to 62%rel). Statistically, the durations appear to be diﬀerent (ANOVA, F(2, 474)= 18.7, p < .0001). The post-hoc tests again show that it is the behavior of subject 3 which diﬀers from the others (p < .01); the hand target position anticipation over the lip target appears to be less important. Finally, the three subjects seem to demonstrate more variability concerning the moment the hand leaves the position toward the next position: the ANOVA applied shows that the M3L2 durations are diﬀerent (F(2, 474)= 24.8, p < .0001). Again, the post-hoc multiple comparisons show that subject 3 diﬀers from the others (p < .01); for this subject, with respect to the vocalic lip target, the hand leaves the position for the following one later than for the other two subjects. Thus the movement onset of the hand seems not to be related to the vocalic target on the lips: rather the hand begins the transition during the acoustic vowel realization. The diﬀerences found for subject 3 reveal that this cuer tends to make longer hand transitions and this way, the temporal pattern of hand and speech coordination is shifted back.
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Discussion and Conclusion



This work describes the investigation of French Cued Speech production in three diﬀerent subjects certiﬁed in manual cueing. We focused on the temporal organization of the hand gestures with respect to lip gestures and acoustic events in the CV syllabic domain. The extracted temporal intervals were considered in milliseconds as well as in percentages relative to the syllable duration. This makes it possible to consider the diﬀerent syllable durations obtained between the diﬀerent utterances and across subjects, allowing us to deal with intra- and inter-speaker variability during production of cued syllables.
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Fig. 3. General temporal pattern of FCS production from results of the three FCS speakers. The temporal events for sound, lip gesture and hand transition are indicated with the range of mean values of intervals (in percentage of the CV syllable duration).



The three subjects were recorded with a wide corpus involving both hand transitions and ﬁnger gestures. The investigation focused on hand transitions. Concerning speech rhythm, the mean value of 4 Hz obtained conﬁrms the slowing down of speech during Cued Speech, which was already observed by [7] who indicates a value of 100 wpm, i.e. a range between 3 to 5 Hz for the syllabic rhythm. Concerning the organization of FCS production, each subject reveals a pattern of coordination very similar to the pattern previously described for a single subject [8], with comparable values for each interval. At the statistical level, subject 3 appears to slightly diﬀer from the other two subjects. It seems that this talker has slower transitional hand gestures: this diﬀerence could be explained by the level of FCS exercise. Indeed, subject 3 practices FCS for middle school/ junior high school (coll`ege) students, whereas subject 1 and subject 2 practice FCS at the high school (lyc´ee) level, where the difﬁculty level and scholarly rhythm are incontestably higher. Despite these differences, the three subjects demonstrated a very similar temporal pattern of coordination. So the general pattern of hand and speech coordination proposed for a cued CV syllable is the following (also illustrated in Fig. 3): 1. 2. 3. 4.



the hand begins its movement before acoustic onset of the syllable; the hand attains its position in the ﬁrst part of the consonant; the position hence is reached before the vocalic lip target; and ﬁnally the hand leaves the position during the vowel.



Proposition 1 appears to be the more consistent across the subjects, with very similar values for this interval (across the subjects, from 60 to 63%rel of the syllable duration). It ensues that a temporal constraint should be that the hand transition onset occurs prior to acoustic onset of the syllable so that the duration between these two events represents around 60 percent of the whole cued CV syllable duration. This was the general behavior observed for each subject concerning the hand movement onset. Proposition 2 is always validated by the three diﬀerent subjects. The interval duration obtained for each subject was not exactly the same but the constraint here should be that the hand
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must point to the spatial target position during the ﬁrst part of the consonant. There is here a temporal “rendez-vous” between the hand position and the consonant onset. Since the cued position is attained during the consonant, proposition 3 that the hand anticipates the vocalic lip target is always validated, even if the interval between the manual target and the labial target can diﬀer according to the subject. So it appears that the anticipatory behavior of the hand is a general rule of FCS production. The hand position delivers the manual vocalic information before the lip shape delivers the labial vocalic information. Finally, proposition 4 that the hand begins the transition during the acoustic production of the vowel is also validated by all the subjects. We can conclude that the anticipatory relationship that was found in the single subject study [8] is not idiosyncratic to this individual, but is found consistently on other proﬁcient cueing speakers. It should be noticed that a manual advance was also suggested by [7] in their automatic cueing system (“. . . human cuers often begin to form cues well before producing audible sound”, p. 491). More generally, the manual anticipation is also found in contexts diﬀerent from Cued Speech: for example for co-verbal iconic gestures related to speech, it appears that the hand begins the gesture more than 200 ms before speech [14]. According to [15], the gesture onset never occurs after the speech onset. So it seems that this anticipatory behavior of the hand is a general feature of manual gesture. For co-speech gestures, this coordination can reﬂect the common origin of gestures and speech which can take place at diﬀerent levels of computational stages of speech production depending on the type of gestures considered [14], [15]. However Cued Speech represents a unique system that very tightly links the hand to speech. The common function is not at the semantic level, like for the most part of co-speech gestures, but acts at the phonological level, since the Cued Speech code (hand position and handshape) is determined by speech phonemes by deﬁnition. We have found that this “artiﬁcial” manual system is completely anchored to the natural speech, with the hand position target and the consonant onset clearly phase-locked. According to us, this coordination can result from an optimal hand-speech control strategy linked to the types of neural motor control (local and postural controls; [16]) of consonants and vowels in Cued Speech and visible speech (see [8] for a detailed discussion). In this view, the vocalic manual contact control and the consonantal contact control of visible speech, which are compatible types of motor control, are synchronized. Obviously this hypothesis needs further investigations particularly in the ﬁeld of neural control of Cued Speech. A ﬁrst study on cued speech perception, using a gating paradigm, allows us to propose that this speciﬁc temporal organization is retrieved and used by deaf perceivers decoding FCS ([17]). Preliminary results showed that the deaf perceivers did exploit the manual anticipation: perception of the hand gives ﬁrst a subgroup of possibilities for the phonemes pronounced; the lips then give the unique solution. It therefore seems that the organization of FCS in production is used for the perception.
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Appendix Table 3. Complete stimulus materials mamapija mamapuja mamapøja mamapeja mamajipa mamajupa mamajøpa mamajepa mamasila mamasula mamasøla mamasela mamalisa mamalusa mamaløsa mamalesa mamaviga mamavuga mamavøga mamavega mamagiva mamaguva mamagøva mamageva mamabima mamabuma mamabøma mamabema babamiba babamuba babamøba babameba



mimipaji mimipuji mimipøji mimipeji mimijapi mimijupi mimijøpi mimijepi mimisali mimisuli mimisøli mimiseli mimilasi mimilusi mimiløsi mimilesa mimivagi mimivugi mimivøgi mimivegi mimigavi mimiguvi mimigøvi mimigevi mimibami mimibumi mimibømi mimibemi bibimabi bibimubi bibimøbi bibimebi



mumupaju mømøpajø mumupiju mømøpijø mumupøju mømøpujø mumupeju mømøpejø mumujapu mømøjapø mumujipu mømøjipø mumujøpu mømøjupø mumujepu mømøjepø mumusalu mømøsalø mumusilu mømøsilø mumusølu mømøsulø mumuselu mømøselø mumulasu mømølasø mumulisu mømølisø mumuløsu mømølusø mumulesu mømølesø mumuvagu mømøvagø mumuvigu mømøvigø mumuvøgu mømøvugø mumuvegu mømøvegø mumugavu mømøgavø mumugivu mømøgivø mumugøvu mømøguvø mumugevu mømøgevø mumubamu mømøbamø mumubimu mømøbimø mumubømu mømøbumø mumubemu mømøbemø bubumabu bøbømabø bubumibu bøbømibø bubumøbu bøbømubø bubumebu bøbømebø
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